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Signature Pedagogies in Doctoral Education:
Are They Adaptable for the Preparation of
Education Researchers?
by Chris M. Golde
This article describes two practices that can be considered signature
(the .iournal
,eedaeoeies of doctoral education. one in neuroscience .
club) and one in ~
~
~ (the, list),~~h~ practicer
~
h are
found in there and neighboring discipliner but are not found in other
fields. The journal club and the list share the goal of acqua~ntingstudents
with the literature of a field,but apart from char. they areverydifferent
In addition to teaching students to work with the literature, they serve
other pedagogical goals, including socializing students into disciplinary
norms and identities. Thus they serve as windows into the underlying
culture of their home disciplines. This article considers the ~ l u of
e
adapting these practices into education doctoral programs and offers
suggestions for how to modify the pranices to suit education.
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ompetently working with or "knowing" the literature of
a field is important for scholarship in all disciplines.
although it manifests somewhat differently in different
fields. All researchers and scholars work within particular traditions and build on, modify, or overturn that which has gone
before. Learning the literature requires far more than simply reading widely, regurgitating key phrases and findings, and genuflecting to seminal teseatchets. It is integral to any scholarly
investigation. For educational research,

C

to advance oui collective undentandiog, a researcher or scholar
needs to understand what has been done befo;, chc srrengths and
weaknesses of exisring srudies, and what chsy might mean. A
researcher cannor perform signifiranr research wirhaot first nnderstanding rhe literarure in rhe field. (Baote & Bcilc, 2005, p. 3)

Student! of education must undertake the following (this list
is not exhaustive): Absorb thc content of whar they read, determine what is known and what needs to be known, identify
important ongoing disciplinary debates, deveIop the judgment to
discriminate between work of high quality and mediocre efforts,
extract useful information on which to build, juxtapose multiple

theoretical perspectives and explanations, connect research srudies to one another, synthesize and rea.pp
.raise others' work, and
learn the stylistic conventions ofwritten work, such as norms of
what to say and whar to omit (Boote & Beile, 2005, 2006;
Delamont & Atkinson, 2001; Kamler 81 Thomson, 2006;
Maxwell, 2006;V, Richardjon, 2006), Learning to workwith the
lirerature, "to canvassand interpretthe fLeldand to construct her
version of its terrain," is also a form of "identity w o r k in which
the scholar positions herself and her own work in relation to the
field (Kamler 81 Thomson, pp. 28-29).
Despite the fact that clear and persuasive writing is essential
to, and indeed an integral part of, rescxch and scholarship
(L. Richardson, 1998). writing well and wirh confidence, patticularly about others' work, is a challenge for m y smdents in every
discipline (see, for orample, Bolker, 1998). In education, students
are expected ro write "a substantive, thorough, sophisticated literature review" for their dissertations (Boote 81 Beile, 2005, p. 3), but
too many students simply report on the literature rather than build
an argument based on the work that has come before theirs. "The
Literature is neither used to locate their studies, nor to advance an
argument about the state of the field in order to make the u s e for
their own work," say Kamler and Thomson (2006, p. 32)-mo
experrs on doctoral writing. They observe that many students seem
unable to make a critique and take a stand, adding, "This is characteristic ofdfident schokrs who lackauthority and who areliterally
ovelwhelmed by the work of others" (p. 32). The problem may he
that many studentsare not asked to workwithliterature in the ways
thar professional researchers do before ranfronting the dissertation
prospectus itself. These skills are "oken neglected or caught inadequately" (Maxwell, 2006, p. 30).
If the status quo is not working, then the question is how to
teach literature work more effectively. Simply adding a dass on
litetature reviewing or writing (see, for e.wmple, Rose 81
McCldferty, 2001)-helpful as that is-may be insufficient.
More radical rethinking of the structures of education doctoral
programs might he in order. Ifworking with the literature effectively is crucial for wery educational researcher, multiple opportunities to do so before the dissertation stage should he woven
through the student career. How can this he accomplished?
Practices used in other programs and fields can serve as sources of
inspiration.' This happens routinely in research and scholarship,
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when theories and methods from other disciplines and inquiry
traditions are borrowed and adapted. The present article
describes pracrices from other d~sciplinesthat could be fruitfilUy
modihed for the field of education.
Lessons From Other Disciplines

Disciplines differ in how resezrch and scholarship are conducted,
how the research enterprise is organized andfunded, what counts
as knowledge, and how knowledge claims are made and verified.
Student demographics and students' post-PhD cartel paths also
vary (see Golde &Walker, 2006, for descriptions of six disdplioes). Sa it is not surprising that the normative ways and settlngs in which students are taught differ from one field to the
next. Some practices for teaching students are so idiosyncratic,
habituated, and completely embedded in a particular discipline
thar they can he called "signature pedagogics."
The term was coined by Shulman (2005) to deswibe "the characteristic forms of teaching and learning. . . that organize the
fundamental ways in which future pranirioners are educated for
rheir nnv professions" (p. 52). Examples of signature pedagogies,
those "forms of instruction that leap to m i n d (p. 52). indude the
casr dialogue method of teaching in law schools and bedside
teaching on daily dinical rounds in medical education.
Signature pedagogies make a difference. They form habirs of
the mind, hab~rrof rhe heair, and habits of rhe hand. . . . [They]
the culrures of profersional work and povide rhe
early sociallzarion into rhe practices and values of a field.
(p. 59)
That is what they do for students. For those of us on the outside,
signature pedagogies are windows into the cultures of their fields
thar reveal professional values. Signature pedagogics share three
features: They are pervasive and routine; they entail public srudent performance; and they are marked by uncertainty, visibility,
and acco,mtahility, which raise the emotioual stakes. (Shulman,
2005, pp. 56-57)
Signature pedagogics a e not just intriguing oddities. They are
widespread across departments within 3 particular discipline,
refined by time and practice, and they meet commonly understood pedagogical purposes. Arguably, signature pedagogies
are adaptively suited-to borrow language from evolutionary
biology--for the particulaiities of the scholarly enterprises in
which they are found and therefore contribute to socializing studeuts into disciplinary norms and identities.
In this article, I will describe two very different practices that
share a common overarching goal of teaching students to work
with the literature in the ficld according to the dcmands and
standards of rhe discipline. They cau be considered signatute
pedagogics in their home (and neighboring) disciplines, one in
neuroscience (the journal club) and one in English (thelist). Of
course, they are uor the only activities that scholars in those fields
use for this purpose. And, as will he dear, these pedagogics serve
ocher purposes as well, making each practice patticularly well
suited to its discipline of origin. In the final section of the article, I will consider the adaprabiliry of these ~racticesfor education, where they seem to be unknown but might be adapted to
good effect.

Method

The pranices described in rhis anicle came to my artention
through the work of the Carnegie Initiative on the Doctorate
(CID), for which 1 sewed as research director from 2001 to 2006.
Sponsored by The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching, the CID wa5 an action and research project working
in sii disciplines: chemistry. education, English, mathematics,
history, and neuroscience (see htcp:/lwruw.carncgiefoundarion
.org/cid for more information). An outsider vantage point gave
Carnegie CID staff a comparative view of the six fields. The
attention to siguature pedagogics developed as we saw elements
of doctoral programs that occur normally in one discipline but
are unusual in others.
The resach mytho& fordus arcide are essentially obsemational.
Over the course of the CID we heard faculty and students make
reference to practices in their doctoral programs thar all others from the ficld immediately understood; but these wcre practices
with which the CID ream was unfamiliar. Naturally, we began to
ask more questions to tease out the essential features of these pracrices. The reader might imagine that we saw many signature pedagogier, but tlx was nor the use? My discussion in tlus article is
limited to practices that had the express purpose of mastery of the
disciplinq literature. I interviewed faculty and graduatc students
who were familiar with the practices and were arriculate observers.
Several of than read and responded to a &ahof this article. I aiso
reviewed the literature on thc practices (journal clubs are well studiedinmedical eduiadon cirdes) as well as dolens of handbooks and
Web pages that describe the practices in use. Fktensive literature
reviews on donoral education in English and neuroscience also provided background. It is from these sources that the cases below are
drawn.
Case I: The JournalClub

Journal dubs are formally organized reading goups that discus an
article found in the recent research journals. Asingle arrideis at the
h a n of each journal club presenwrion and discussiou; thc articles
under discnssion are ones deemed scientifically important. Journal
clubs are conventionally muldgenerational: they include faculty
members,
fellows, advanced graduatc students, and
novice graduate studeno as equal participants. Journal clubs are
organired around specialized themes. For example, some of the
journal clubs offered rhrough the Neuroscience Training Program
at the University of W~sconsin-Madisonin the 200G2007 academic yearwerehon Guidance; Behaviola1Neuroscience; Neural Cell
Death and Survival; Grebral lschemic Damage; and Transmitters,
Circuirs, and Plasticity (University of W~sconsin-MadisonNeuroscience TrainingI'rogram, 2006).
Journal clubs are a customarypart of departmental life in most
biological sciences. Although they are not formal courses, jourual
clubs are a well-understood mechanism for teaching and leatning. Participatiou is generally expected. Oue of the Universiry of
Wisconsin journal clubs advertises that it "has met continuously
since 1985" (University of Wisconsin-Madison Neuroscience
Training Program, 2006, "Hearing and Donuts," para. 1). In
fact, lriany doctoral plograms in neuroscience require partidpation iu jourual clubs (for example, the University of Pittsburgh
Center for Neuroscience Graduate Trainiug Program, 2006, "5.6
Journal Club," para. 1). Less Formally, the head of a laboratory

may urpeit students to participate in a laboratory-based or ctosslaboratory journal club.
Journal clubs rypically meet weekly for approximately an
hour. Each week a different person presents an anicle to the
group, and all panicipants are expected to have read the anide in
advance. The presenrarion is followed by general discussion.
The process for presenting the articles is fairly standard:
Summarize the article. Locate it in the larget landscape oftbe field.
Describe the experiment in suPi~cientdetail that the audience can
understand it without becoming overly wrapped up in the details.
Explain why the artide is important. Critique the artide: Do the
data and their analysiswithstand scrutiny? Are there contradictions
or competing hypotheses?The discnssion focuses on rhe big piirure:
the article's strengths and weaknesses, how the anicle ortends the
&Id, potential applications of the work, and what questions need
m be answered in lighr of the current findings.
Neuroscience programs often snpport 2 second kind of journal dub: broad inttoductory ones for students in their early years.
These are opportunities to read articles of historic importance
and to learn the norms ofjonrnal clubs. (Such opportunities are
particularly valuable in neutoscience, as students come from disparate undergraduate majors; broad introductory journal clubs
are less common in more established bioscience disciplines.)
Guidelines for making presentations are provided; these serve to
initiate members into the norms of journal dubs. Early journal
clubs also build community among graduate students, a patticular challenge for neuroscience programs whose students work in
laboratories all over campus.
Feedback mechanisms can help presenters improve and ohcn are
incorporated into journal clubs for which academic credit is offered.
In the Univetsity of Pimburgh neuroscience program, all journal
club nartici~anousc a Student Ioumal Club Evaluation form to
evaluate presenters; the form includes 13 questions covering the presenter's introdunion of the topic, description of the topic, conclusion, delivery, and overall quality of the presentation, concluding
with, "As a percentage, how mudl of the presentation could you
explain to others?" Students also benefit from a postpresentation
debtiefing with the fat+ coordinator and another faculty member who serves as an "outside orpert" for that session.
Not all journal clubs are successful. Many of the weaknesses
of journal clubs are like those of any optional small-group educational activity, such as seminars or study groups. Journd clubs
can face the problem of declining attendance; initial enthusiasm
often wanes, particularly in the face of competing rime pressures.
Participant learning suffers if participants do not prepare in
advance, if articles are selected and appraisedivithout d e a r criteria, or if participants do not have guidance in preparing presentations (Kahn, Dwarakanath, Pakkal, Brace, &Awunuga, 1999;
Kahn &Gee, 1999). Sometimes a f o r participants dominate and
others, particularly nonnative speakers or newcomers, remain
silent. Some people are put off by the norms of heated scientific
discourse, which can seem aggressive and combative.

What Purposes Are Served by This Practice?
Journal clubs have three well-understood and commonly
described purposes. (Of course, the purposes may be, in cach particular case, more or less important and explicit.) First and foremost, all members of journal clubs, from the most seasoncd

faculty member to the newest graduate student, use journal clubs
to kcep up with the literarure. This has been the primary goal of
journal clubs since they were inver~tedin 1875 (Linzer. 1987).
Journal clubs provide a forum for a collective efforr to promote
awareness of current research findings.
Second, journal dubs teach many of the forms of sharing and
waluation of scientific findings. Studenrs learn the written conventions for presenting science by reading articles and seeing what is
well received and what obfuscates. They practice presentation skills:
organizing a talk, spwking to others, sharing the appropriate level
of derail,and creating effective PowerPoin[ slides. Journal clnbs also
modcl how to discuss and critique work. Students learn to ask good
questions, to respond to questions, and to disagree with otherseven professors. They learn to appraise research, develop confidence
m their own judgment, .and, when selecting an artide, determine
what constitutes imporrant work
Third, journal clubs cross disciplinary and organizational
boundaries. They are often interdepartmental or "interlab."
Researchers in a medical school, aveterinary school, and a school
of arts and sciences might share an interest in a particular brain
function. Journal clubs establish connecrions across organizational boundaries that might otherwise be obstacles to advancing
knowledge. When people come together, the resulting conversations can build bridges and establish trust.

How Ir This Practice Suited to Neuroscience?
Why do all scientists, from advanced faculry to new graduate students, use journal dubs to stay current? Because jouinal clubs are
aparticularly eEcient and effective way to help participants meet
the three goals described above. The biological sciences have sweral distinguishing features to which journal clubs are particularly
well suited.
First, this is an era of "fast science." Emerging findings make
it into print very quickly; the time to publication is short (weeks
or months rather than years). New information must be acquired.
evaluated, and incorporated into ongoing work as quickly as possible, but the vast quantity makes it nearly impossible to do so.
Consequently, scientists must always be awa1.e of new findings
and have the judgment to select relevant information from the
torrent of available data. Moreover, colleagues who communicate
precisely and concisely are valued. All of these skills are taught in
journal club.
Second, there are clear frontiers of knowledge. There is a consensus about what constitutes "important work" so it is possible
to determine which articles are of high priority.
Third, science is conducted in communal and relatively
democratic ways. Scientists argue about ideas. The lively intellectual debates during journal club mimic the collaborative yet
competitive culture of the laboratory.
Founh, the norms of science must be navigated and negotiated.
In primciple, findins are freely shared so that others may replicate
them and build on them. In reality, scientists are in competition
with one another. Therefore, authors must decidc when to present
their science to others, garnering credit but possibly relinquishing
competitive advantage. They must determine how mud, information is needed for publication and when to withhold same data for
the notr artide or proposal. Scientists also frame their questions and
findings to align with the polirical priorities of grant making and

